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Abstract. NIST’s Lightweight Cryptography Project ties selected crypto
graphic algorithms to a proﬁle, which captures the physical, performance
and security characteristics of the target devices that run these algorithms.
This contribution investigates the role of energy in the proﬁle. For many of
the important application domains of Lightweight Cryptography, the opera
tion is intermittent, rather than continuous. Examples include devices with
a low duty cycle, devices running on an energy-harvested energy source, and
RFID. In this context, energy consumption becomes as important as power
dissipation. We analyze recently published lightweight cryptographic algo
rithms from the energy perspective. We highlight a unique opportunity that
exists between energy harvesting and cryptography. The bulk of the opera
tions in a cryptographic algorithm, such as the key schedule or key-stream
generation, can be completed oﬀ-line when a secure nonvolatile memory is
available. This decreases the latency and complexity of the online phase,
and it spreads out the energy needs of the algorithm more evenly in time.
We describe how such energy-harvesting friendly operation can be captured
in the proﬁle of the algorithm, and provide several examples of this concept
to symmetric-key and public-key primitives.

Keywords: Lightweight Cryptography, Energy Balance, Pre-computing,
Energy Harvesting
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Introduction

Lightweight cryptography is characterized by constraints on the implemen
tation characteristics of the cryptography, including the resource cost, the
performance characteristics, and the security. The potential applications of
a cipher are thus determined by this proﬁle. The Lightweight Cryptography
Project by NIST aims to establish a portfolio of cryptographic algorithms
that are tied to these proﬁles [1]. Among the factors currently considered in
a proﬁle are gate count (GE) for hardware implementations, memory foot
print for software implementations, latency and throughput, power dissipa
tion, security level, attack models, and implementation attack resistance.
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Our contribution considers the role of energy (Joule) in the proﬁle of
a cipher. Energy equals eﬀort (J), whereas power equals the rate of eﬀort
(J/s). While energy and power are frequently mentioned together in pub
lications, they reﬂect two very diﬀerent properties of an implementation.
Energy reﬂects a resource requirement, while power reﬂects a performance
characteristic. For example, each encryption performed by a cipher requires
some energy. A given battery, which holds a ﬁnite amount of energy, can
only support a limited number of encryption operations. If one knows the
energy per encryption, it’s possible to predict the number of encryptions on
a battery charge. Based on the power consumption of the cipher alone how
ever, one cannot tell how long the battery will last. As a second example, an
electronic designer can trade oﬀ throughput and power dissipation through
clock frequency scaling. This transformation, however, has no ﬁrst-order
impact on the energy requirement.
Traditionally, computing systems have operated under a steady-state
operation modus. They run algorithms continuously from an apparently
inﬁnite energy source – the wall plug. Under these assumptions, one would
optimize algorithm implementations towards minimal power dissipation and
maximal throughput.
In the world of lightweight cryptography, computers may also operate
from batteries or energy harvesters. Batteries provide an almost inﬁnite
power-delivery capacity. Ebergy harvesters provide an inﬁnite energy de
livery capacity – if you’re patient. In order to decide if a given battery or
harvester conﬁguration is adequate, it’s important to understand the ac
tivity proﬁle of the application. The steady-state operation modus should
be extended with an on-oﬀ modus, where computing systems perform ondemand tasks and then switch to a low-power, energy-conserving mode dur
ing periods of inactivity. This concept applies equally well to cryptography,
and perhaps especially well to cryptographic protocols. Think for example
about one-time password tokens, or about sensor nodes that do an occa
sional challenge-response authentication, while staying dormant otherwise.
In this contribution we have three objectives.
1. We describe the principle of energy-balance to identify the main sources
and sinks of the energy-ﬂow in a lightweight cryptography application.
Then, we make an assessment of the energy needs for lightweight cryp
tography, and we estimate the energy resource-cost of some lightweight
primitives mentioned in the report by NIST [1].
2. We propose how energy could be captured in the proﬁle of a lightweight
cryptographic algorithm, and what algorithm features can be highlighted
to promote the suitability of a lightweight cryptographic algorithm in
energy-sensitive applications.
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3. We explore the potential of pre-computed key-schedules and key-streams,
oﬀered by most cryptographic algorithms, to support lightweight crytog
raphy applications. Precomputation spreads out the computations of an
algorithm over time, as small computation steps. We show that this
leads to signiﬁcant improvements in energy-eﬃciency and latency of the
cryptographic algorithms, at the cost of extra nonvolatile storage. We
conﬁrm that these results apply to public-key operations as well, and
summarize some earlier experiments with post-quantum signatures.
We are not the ﬁrst to investigate a holistic view on the energy balance of
cryptographic algorithms, though we believe we are the ﬁrst to speciﬁcally
consider the case of energy harvesting.
Several authors have analyzed the energy balance between wireless com
munications and cryptographic computations and they demonstrate the rel
atively high cost of wireless communications as opposed to cryptographic
operations. de Meulenaer et al. demonstrate a symmetric-key based Ker
beros protocol on a MICAz sensor node. A single Kerberos key exchange
uses 96% of the energy for wireless communications, and only 4 % for sym
metric key cryptography [2]. A similar experiment, by Singelee et al., using
an ISO 9798-2 authentication protocol based on AES, and a low-cost radio,
concludes that 94% of the energy per authentication is used for wireless com
munications, and only 6% for cryptography [3]. However, when public-key
cryptography is considered, the energy is much more evenly distributed, and
the tendency is towards 50/50 between communication and computation.
Similar data is presented by Struik [4].
Trappe et al. present a diﬀerent view on the energy needs of cryptogra
phy within the generic context of the Internet of Things. They argue that
energy-harvesting is incapable of delivering suﬃcient energy to power cryp
tographic solutions, and suggest to investigate alternative scenario’s for se
curity at the physical-layer level [5]. We conﬁrm that the traditional, alwayson model of cryptographic computations cannot be supported with the cur
rent generation of energy-harvesting technologies. However, we will show
that the combination of cryptography and energy harvesting still presents
an important opportunity. Therefore, we argue that the two mechanisms –
physical layer security and lightweight cryptography – are both signiﬁcant
in the secure Internet of Things, and that neither is able to replace the
other.
The opportunity to combine cryptography and energy harvesting has
been identiﬁed in prior works. Pelissier et al. suggests using stream ciphers,
and point out that for such algorithms, the key stream can be generated
before the data is known or available [6]. They use this capability to generate
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key streams during periods when energy is plentiful. The pre-computing
technique was also proposed for public-key algorithms running on harvested
energy, by Ateniese et al. for elliptic-curve signatures [7], and by Aysu et
al. for hash-based signatures and lattice-based sigatures [8,9]. In this paper,
we argue that the ability to express a cryptographic algorithm or mode of
operation in small, atomic steps is a crucial beneﬁt for pre-computation
techniques.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The next section
clariﬁes the diﬀerence between power and energy, and argues that both are
relevant for lightweight cryptography. In Section 3 we examine the energy
needs of several lightweight crypto-algorithms in further detail, and examine
the energy-balance of a typical application using lightweight cryptography.
In Section 4 we discuss the pre-computing technique in further detail, and
show how this leads to an overall increase in energy eﬃciency. In Section 5,
we conclude by suggesting how energy can be integrated as a factor within
a proﬁle for Lightweight Cryptography.

2

Preliminaries

In this section we clarify the terminology and deﬁnitions used in this pa
per. The central topic of the paper is energy, which is a measure of eﬀort
and which is expressed in Joules. Power is a measure of rate of eﬀort and
is expressed in Joules/second or Watt. Cryptographic computations are it
erations of a cryptographic kernel, using a mode of operation. We call the
energy needed by a cryptographic device to complete a single iteration, the
energy quantum (J).
Energy quanta are application dependent, and they can measure energy
to complete the computations for signatures, ciphertext blocks, message
digests for a ﬁxed message length, and so on. Quanta are discrete – it’s not
helpful to compute only half a signature or only half of the number of rounds
in a block cipher. The average power consumed by a cryptographic device
equals the energy quantum divided by the time needed to complete the
quantum. A high energy quantum does not imply a high power dissipation
or vice versa. For example, complex algorithms may need a longer time to
complete on a simple cryptographic device, so a very low power dissipation
can still result in a high energy quantum 1 .
With these deﬁnitions, we can describe the operation of a batterypowered system and of an energy-harvested system as shown in Figure 1. In
1

We believe that for this reason, the proﬁle of a lightweight cryptographic algorithm
should mention power as well as energy. Latency in cycles, and power in Watt, is
insuﬃcient to derive the energy quantum when the device clock frequency is unknown.
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Fig. 1: Energy Dissipation of a battery-powered (left) and an energyharvester powered (right) system.

a battery-operated design, the energy in a battery decreases monotonically
as the cryptographic device completes quanta, and eventually the battery is
exhausted. In an energy-harvester based system, the harvester will continu
ously recharge an energy store such as a supercap. Hence, the energy store
will be recharged even as energy quanta are taken out. As long as the energy
inﬂux in the energy harvester is larger than the amount of energy quanta
consumed, the lifetime of the energy-harvester cryptosystem is unlimited.
A critical factor in determining this balance is the system duty-cycle, which
is the relative on-time of the cryptosystem. The energy capacity of both the
battery and the energy store of an energy harvester are limited. A higher
store capacity increases the autonomy of the cryptosystem, but also its cost.

3

Energy Needs for Lightweight Cryptography

In this Section, we evaluate lightweight cryptographic designs from an en
ergy perspective. Our objective is to assess the relative magnitude of energy
capacities and energy needs for contemporary lightweight cryptographic al
gorithms. This helps to identify open challenges.
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Fig. 2: A lightweight cryptographic device as part of an embedded system.
Overall lifetime assessments are made by considering the energy balance
between the sources of energy and the consumers of energy.

3.1

Energy Balance

Figure 2 illustrates the energy balancing problem faced by an engineer of
a lightweight device. There are two design strategies: use a large enough
battery that will fuel the device over an extended period; or use energy
harvesting and carefully schedule energy consuming activities.
At the energy producer side, energy is held in a store of B Joules, and
when an energy-harvester is used, that store is replenished at a rate of b
Joules/second. At the energy consumer side, there’s a lightweight crypto
graphic algorithm powered by energy quanta of q Joules. The data processed
by the algorithm will either be forwarded to a communications unit or else
stored in long-term memory or non-volatile memory. The duty cycle of the
cryptographic device is d per second, reﬂecting the usage of this lightweight
device.
Because this system must be in balance, there is a limit on the number
of energy quanta utilized. With a ﬁxed-size energy source, the amount of
crypto-operations available is lB/qJ. With an energy-harvester, the amount
of crypto-operations may become inﬁnite provided that there is a net posi
tive energy balance, i.e. b > (q.d). Otherwise, the duty cycle of the energy
harvester will be bound by (b/q). Hence, the argument of energy balance
is easy to make once the quantities B, b, q and d are known. In the re
mainder of this section, we provide some typical values for contemporary
technologies.
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Table 1: Capacity of energy sources.
Sources
Power
Energy
RF sources (per cm2 ) [10]
10−3 ..10−1 µW
3.6..360 µJ*
Vibration Piezo/EM (per cm3 ) [11] 5.10−1 ..2.102 µW
1.8..720 mJ*
Optical (per cm2 ) [12]
5..5.104 µW 18..1.8.105 mJ*
AAA battery (NiMH)
3, 500 J
10F, 3V supercap
45 J
* Assumes one hour of energy harvesting

3.2

Energy Production

Table 1 illustrates typical energy budgets that are encountered for produc
ers and consumers of energy. The ﬁrst row collects three harvesting sources;
the second row lists the energy capacities of energy stores. The table clearly
indicates a wide variation in energy budget between battery-powered and
energy-harvested systems. In the next Section, we investigate the energy
balance of these sources against the needs of existing lightweight cryptosys
tems.
3.3

Energy Consumption

To properly design a secure lightweight device, we suggest to consider the
following metric: Joules per byte. If a lightweight primitive implementation
can be expressed in Joules per byte, then an engineer can decide if a prim
itive will meet the energy requirements. It can be applied in two distinct
scenarios:
– Battery powered: The device has a limited energy supply and must
last for at least N years. The engineer can consider the amount of in
formation that must be processed in N years and multiply it by the
Joules/byte factor to get the minimum capacity of the battery.
– Energy harvester: The device has unlimited energy spread over time.
The engineer considers the smallest unit of time before a device must
process a minimum amount of information. He multiplies the informa
tion by the Joules/byte factor and checks if that much energy can be
harvested at a regular rate.
In Table 2, we provide a survey of the energy consumption for lightweight
primitives implemented in software. These are the same implementations
noted by NIST [1]. We approximated the Joules/byte metric En = P.T /n for
each primitive implementation by following the datasheet for each respective
platform to determine the expected power dissipation P , determining the
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Table 2: Energy consumption per byte for software implementations.
Primitive
Chaskey fast [13]
Chaskey compact [13]
Speck 64 bit block [14]
Speck 128 bit block [14]
Simon 64 bit block [14]
Simon 128 bit block [14]
AES-128 fast [15]
AES-128 compact [15]
DESXL [16]
PRESENT-80 [16]
Lesamnta-LW [17]
D-QUARK [18]
PHOTON-160 [18]
SPONGENT-160 [18]

Software Implementations
Type
Platform
En (nJ/byte)
MAC
ARM M0/STM32F030R8
21.4
MAC
ARM M0/STM32F030R8
19.8
214
block cipher ATtiny45
252
block cipher ATtiny45
394
block cipher ATtiny45
604
block cipher ATtiny45
1,031
block cipher AT90USB162
1,114
block cipher AT90USB646
8,830
block cipher ATmega128
11,099
block cipher ATmega128
14,948
8 bit Renesas H8
hash
39,919
ATtiny45
hash
43,560
ATtiny45
hash
75,050
ATtiny45
hash

absolute latency (run-time) of the primitive (T ), and by normalizing the
resulting energy estimate over the block length or digest length n.
It’s worth noting that DESXL and PRESENT do poorly in software
implementations likely because they were designed for hardware implemen
tations.
In Table 3, we provide a similar survey for hardware implementations.
The energy consumption of a hardware module can be approximated as
before by En = P.T /n. The power consumption P includes a static part
and a dynamic part. In the following, we will focus on the dynamic por
tion of the power consumption. The dynamic power can be estimated by
P = GE.C.V 2 .f /2, with GE the number of gates, C average switched
capacitance per gate per cycle, V the voltage supply and f the clock fre
quency. The average switched capacitance per gate depends on the technol
ogy (45nm, 90nm, etc) as well as on the activity of the design.
We tried to deﬁne an energy-metric that can be computed from the
existing body of work in crypto-hardware designs, which typically mention
gate count (GE), throughput Tp in cycles, and maximum clock-frequency
(fmax ). Using a technology constant ktech = C.V 2 /2 (J/gate), we can write
En = ktech .GE.Tp /n. In this expression, Tp is the latency of the algorithm
in clock cycles, GE the number of equivalent gates, n the number of bytes
in a block, and ktech the technology constant. Table 3 lists this metric for
various designs without the factor ktech .
This table is only a ﬁrst-order approximation which ignores static power
dissipation. We veriﬁed that ktech for 0.18 µm designs varies between 1.7.10−8
and 1.9.10−8 (J/gate). Note that PRESENT has a very good energy factor
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Table 3: Relative energy consumption per byte for hardware implementa
tions. ktech is a technology factor in Joule/gate.
Hardware Implementations
Primitive
Type
Technology En /ktech
PRESENT-80 [19]
block cipher 0.18 µm
236
DESL [20]
block cipher 0.18 µm
1,463
Simon 128 bit block [14]
block cipher 0.13 µm
1,725
Simon 64 bit block [14]
block cipher 0.13 µm
1,796
Speck 64 bit block [14]
block cipher 0.13 µm
2,450
Speck 128 bit block [14]
block cipher 0.13 µm
3,461
LED [21]
block cipher 0.18 µm
6,140
Photon-160 fast [22]
hash
0.18 µm
3,176
Spongent-160 fast [23]
hash
0.13 µm
3,695
Lesamnta-LW [17]
hash
90 nm
3,708
Spongent-128 fast [23]
hash
0.13 µm
4,428
Photon-160 compact [22] hash
0.18 µm
15,511
D-QUARK [24]
hash
0.18 µm
22,493
Spongent-128 compact [23] hash
0.13 µm
93,529
Spongent-160 compact [23] hash
0.13 µm
99,675
TuLP-128 fast [25]
MAC
0.18 µm
5,772
TuLP-128 compact [25]
MAC
0.18 µm
8,577
Grain [26]
stream cipher 0.13 µm
514
Trivium [26]
stream cipher 0.13 µm
805

but its key is only 80 bits and does not meet the 112 bit key requirement
from NIST [1].
Table 4 complements our hardware implementation approximations with
an overview of results from [27,28]. Outlined are better estimates for Joule/B
results from hardware implementations. Both [27] and [28] used diﬀerent
transistor technologies which shows their Joule/byte metrics are far oﬀ from
each other. But because they used three common ciphers, AES, PRESENT,
and PRINCE, we can see that they are consistent in the relative amount of
energy consumed. PRESENT, SIMON, and LED are common and consis
tent with our approximations as well. Thus it is important to use relative
metrics. Midori [27] should be taken note of because the cipher was designed
to be energy eﬃcient.
In Table 5, we provide representative energy data to capture the cost
of storing ciphertext in non-volatile memory, or else transmitting it using
a low-power wireless technology. As expected, non-volatile memory storage
(NVM) is orders of magnitude cheaper than wireless transmission. On the
other hand, the energy cost of a modern low-energy communication tech
nology such as Bluetooth LE is in the same ballpark as the cryptographic
computation cost. Therefore, when establishing energy quanta, the designer
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Table 4: Absolute energy consumption per byte for block cipher hardware
implementations from [27, 28].
Block Cipher Hardware Implementations
STM 90 nm, 10 MHz [27]
Block Cipher
En (pJ/byte)
11.7
Midori-128
18.1
PRINCE
21.1
NOEKEON
21.5
PRESENT
21.9
AES
41.5
SIMON 128/128
UMC 0.130 µm, 100 KHz [28]
Block Cipher
En (pJ/byte)
105.9
KLEIN-parallel
170.4
PRINCE
189.5
PRESENT
477.6
LED
566.2
CLEFIA
793.7
KATAN-64
389.0 - 2315.8
AES

cannot ignore the cost of communication in addition to cryptographic com
putation.
Future work on lightweight crypto should consider providing a Joules/byte
metric.
3.4

Achieving Balance

With the right metrics, an engineer can design a system multiple ways.
For a given platform or algorithm requirement, the engineer can determine
the energy needs and subsequently the energy balance. For a given energy
constraint, the engineer can determine the suitable algorithms. In an ap
propriate energy balancing eﬀort, one should always consider the complete
platform including the sources of energy, the cryptography, and the data
links that integrate the cryptography.
For example, if a system is constrained to use a AAA battery and must
write results to FRAM, then we could aﬀord to run Chaskey on 117 GB
of data, Speck-128 on 9.5 GB of data, or D-QUARK on 59.5 MB of data.
Now when we consider energy harvesting, we can assume the system can
use a small battery and we now choose ciphers based on the rate of energy
harvesting. If we use a 1cm2 solar cell and harvest an average of 200J per
day, then we could aﬀord to send roughly a 15th of what we could using a
AAA battery each day. This would require encryptions be spread out over
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Table 5: Energy consumption per byte for non-volatile memory and com
munications. We caution that this table only shows the energy needed for
a typical scenario, and is not meant as a performance comparison between
diﬀerent technologies.
Technology
Energy nJ/byte
FRAM [29]
10 *
EEPROM [29]
13, 210 *
10, 080
916.5 MHz radio transmit [30]
320
2.4 GHz WirelessHART (IEC 62951) [4]
5, 680
2.4 GHz ANT [31]
1, 224
2.4 GHz Bluetooth LE [31]
385, 600
IrDA [31]
* Under 3.3 supply voltage and continuous writes to 64KB memory size.

time. Piezo or RF based energy harvesters would likely not support software
hashing, EEPROM, or radios but rather only support some kilobits of data
per day using block ciphers or MACs and FRAM.
Our examples ﬁll out Figure 2 with details from Tables 1, 5, 2, and 3.
Ultimately some form of this is what secure lightweight design comes down
to.

4

Balancing energy with pre-computing

Crypto algorithms achieve secrecy by mixing secret key material with plaintext, in order to achieve ciphertext. The key is usually preprocessed using
various mechanisms, before it is combined with the plaintext. We will use
the term key-expansion to describe all of the following key handling cases.
– The key may be expanded into roundkeys by means of a keyschedule.
The schedule often looks like a simpliﬁed encryption round (eg. AES,
PRESENT [19]), but some lightweight crypto proposals have simpliﬁed
the key expansion to padding (eg. LED [21]) or even reuse (eg. PRINCE
[32]).
– The key may be inserted inline with plaintext, such as in the case of
computing a MAC or a sponge construction [33]. In this case, the key is
absorbed into the state of the cipher through separate rounds.
– In the case of stream ciphers, the cryptographic algorithm itself is a fully
specialized, dedicated key generation algorithm, and the encryption is
reduced to a simple XOR operation.
– In the case of public-key cryptography, the key pair is generated sepa
rately in a compute-intensive specialized computational step.
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Fig. 3: Energy levels on the energy store of a harvester. Without pre
computing (left), energy harvested energy about the store capacity is
wasted. With pre-computing (right), portions of the cryptographic algo
rithm are pre-computed and stored in non-volatile memory. The overall
amount of energy quanta completed with pre-computing is higher than with
out, indicating that the pre-computed system has a higher energy eﬃciency.

The bottom line of these observations is that a signiﬁcant portion of
cryptographic computations do not depend on input data, but only on the
knowledge of a secret key or a seed. This leads to two diﬀerent key-expansion
strategies: the online strategy, which processes the key when input data is
available or when output data is required, and the oﬄine strategy, which
processes the key beforehand, and which stores intermediate values such as
round-keys in a secure non-volatile memory. The oﬄine scenario reduces
the complexity of the online encryption phase, and it presents a unique
opportunity for the energy-harvested scenario.
Figure 3 illustrates two scenarios of lightweight cipher use in combination
with an energy harvester. The left side uses an online key-schedule, and will
expand keys only when the actual crypto-operation is required. The right
side uses an oﬀ-line key-schedule. It will initiate the key-schedule when the
energy-store is full. This prevents wasting of harvested energy. The keyschedule part can potentially be executed by the device in a low-power
operation mode, without real-time requirements. The generated keys are
stored in a secure non-volatile memory. The key expansion process continues
as long as there is excess energy, and as long as there is storage available to
store expanded keys. When the actual encryption operation is required, the
cipher uses a pre-generated set of roundkeys, and therefore will have lower
latency and higher throughput as compared to the case with an online keyschedule.
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The concept of precomputation is powerful, and a potential game-changer
for cryptography in constrained context. We illustrate this with the follow
ing example. Assume an energy harvester that delivers 100 µW , the power
available from a good piezo harvester. In an experimental setup with a
wireless node, we measured a 91mJ requirement for a NIST P-256 ECDSA
based authentication protocol [34]. Hence, an online scheme would need
910 seconds to collect the required energy to perform this authentication –
clearly an unacceptable latency. Nevertheless, over the course of 24 hours,
the same harvester is able to collect suﬃcient energy for 95 such authen
tications, which would be suﬃcient for many applications. With a suitable
pre-computation scheme, ECDSA may be a feasible candidate in energy har
vesting context. Several authors have made exactly this point for public-key
cryptography [7, 9].
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Conclusion

In this paper we evaluated lightweight cryptography from an energy per
spective. We observe that energy becomes important when one considers
that a cryptographic device can have multiple power states (on and oﬀ, for
example), and one wants to make assertions on the lifetime of the device.
We propose the metric Joules/byte as a measure of the energy require
ment of a lightweight cryptographic primitive, and we suggest that this
metric be added to the lightweight cryptographic proﬁles as a performance
metric. There are two application scenario’s that require knowledge of the
Joules/byte metric. In the battery operated applications, energy available
to the cryptography is limited by the capacity of the battery. Hence, the
Joules/byte metric helps to determine the expected lifetime of the crypto
graphic device. Second, in energy-harvested applications, the power avail
able to the cryptography is limited by the harvesting eﬃciency. In this
case, the Joules/byte metric helps to establish an expected duty cycle for a
lightweight cryptographic module.
We also point out an opportunity for cryptography in the context of
energy harvesting. It’s possible to convert all of the harvested energy to
useful computations, by partitioning the cryptographic algorithm in small
atomic steps. The likely candidate for such partitioning is in computing key
schedules or keystreams. Preliminary results have shown great promise of
this concept for public-key crypto, but the case of symmetric-key crypto
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remains unexplored. In particular, for MAC and authenticated encryptions,
eﬃcient partitioning techniques are yet to be deﬁned.
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